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SPEC TIP . . .

All exterior receptacles in dwelling units must be both weather-resistant and tamper-resistant. Use WR20TR for exterior 20A circuit applications.

Hallway Light/Receptacles

- Enhance safety
- Tamper-resistant models available

Decorative Finish Screwless Wall Plates

- Two-piece, non-conductive polycarbonate subplate speeds installation
- Premium finishes that stand up to constant use
- Match your decor with Metallic and Wood finishes

SWP26BC, SWP26BN, SWP26WA

Swagger™ Decorative Screwless Wall Plates

- Easily install without the use of tools
- Matching finishes for a uniform look

Decorative Finish Screwless Wall Plates

- Two-piece, non-conductive polycarbonate subplate speeds installation
- Premium finishes that stand up to constant use
- Match your decor with Metallic and Wood finishes

SWP26BC, SWP26BN, SWP26WA

PlugTail™ Split-Circuit Duplex Receptacles

- Use for switched receptacle circuit applications
- Tamper-Resistant Clock Hanger Receptacles

- Recessed receptacle allows clock to hang flush to the wall

Bulk Package Solutions

- For large projects, save time and reduce waste with Bulk Pack Commercial wiring devices

Titan™ Series Fan Speed Controls

- Continuously variable speed
- Attractive European styling
- Built-in label holder enables instant circuit identification

CDSC6W
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Legrand, the global specialist in solutions for electrical installations and information networks in commercial, industrial, and residential markets.

This ability to understand your needs and respond with real answers has never been stronger, now that our heritage of innovation is joined with the competitive edge. And then there are the Pass & Seymour® GFCI Receptacle — which come with modular wall plate components to increase the ease and design of outdoor and indoor spaces.

That’s why every product in this brochure is designed to give you the absolute maximum in performance, reliability, energy management, and productivity. For additional information, see the Pass & Seymour Electrical Wiring Devices and Accessories Catalog. You’ll find complete specifications, details on color (including the designations necessary to complete most catalog numbers), international wiring standard facts and much more.

**Pass & Seymour Electrical Wiring Device Solutions for any commercial project — including your next job.**
A heritage of innovation & reliability.

Legrand has a commitment to innovation. In truly customer-focused companies, there is a need for an increasing level of speed, selectivity, and consistency. It started in 1890 by introducing the industry to its first porcelain insulators, a revolutionary concept in the electrical industry. Mr. Nicholas left something in our heritage of innovation that is so critical to success in today’s environment. Time, costs, labor, deadlines, codes, regulations, safety, and competition — they keep changing, constantly posing new challenges to productivity and profit. That’s why every product in this brochure is designed to give you the absolute maximum in performance, quality, speed, ease, and consistency.

Legrand understands. It’s our mission to engineer the products that will give you greater productivity and a sharper competitive edge. And then there are Pass & Seymour® GFCI Receptacle — which started in 1890 by introducing the industry to its first porcelain insulation. It followed with something even bigger — our invention of the Pass & Seymour GFCI Receptacle, the world’s first ground-fault circuit interrupter. That’s why every product in this brochure is designed to give you the absolute maximum in performance, quality, speed, ease, and consistency.

That’s why every product in this brochure is designed to give you the absolute maximum in performance, quality, speed, ease, and consistency.

To see the need, develop the answer, and engineer the products that will provide you with faster installation, fewer errors, ergonomic operation, and unsurpassed efficiency is our core talent and constant focus. For you to maintain the competitive edge you must be current in today’s environment. That’s why every product in this brochure is designed to give you the absolute maximum in performance, quality, speed, ease, and consistency.

For additional information, see the Pass & Seymour Electrical Wiring Device solutions for any commercial project — including your next job.
**PERFORMANCE**

Legrand is a leader in safety solutions for the wiring device markets, with Pass & Seymour products that install easily and perform reliably under harsh conditions and heavy usage.

**Portable power solutions** for demanding jobsite applications that require temporary power, including high-quality plugs and connectors like Turnlok®, Ground Continuity Monitoring (GCM), Clamp-Lock™, and Straight Blade, all supported by Flexcor® Wire Mesh Grips.

**GREEN PRACTICES**

Legrand can help you “go green” in all kinds of ways. Our affiliation with the United States Green Building Council is underscored by a complete line of lighting controls that save energy and money and are fully compatible with the “Smart Building” initiative. You can also order devices in bulk packaging to minimize or even eliminate waste on the job site while speeding up productivity. And the ongoing sustainable design of our products means you’re using fewer resources to get the job done right.

**PRODUCTIVITY**

Competition is intense, especially in the fields of education, government, and healthcare. Which is why having Legrand as your partner has never been more valuable. We offer you the most diverse and comprehensive product family to meet not just the criteria for high-performance building, but for all NAFTA trade requirements. And they all come with an ease of installation that lets you get more jobs done in less time, for more profitability.

Legrand® offers an unparalleled selection of durable Pass & Seymour products that help you do the job right the first time and move on confidently to the next.
Safe, dependable, compliant solutions for every healthcare application.

**APPLICATION TIP**...
Illuminated receptacles for emergency circuits to ID receptacles in emergency situations.

**PlugTail™ Hospital Grade Receptacles**
- Fastest, most error-free installation
- Uncompromising dependability
- Minimal-downtime replacement
- LED illuminated available
  PT8300ILRED

**PlugTail™ Tamper-Resistant GFCI Combinations**
- TR models provide the only single-device solution to meet NEC® requirements for pediatric care areas
- LED makes it easy to spot a tripped connection
- Added safety, ideal for bathrooms
  PT2095HGNLW

**Hospital-Grade USB Charger with Tamper-Resistant Receptacle**
- Available in 15A and 20A 125V versions
- Charge two devices at once while still using receptacle
- Carries Hospital Grade certification
  TR8301USBW

**Extra-Heavy-Duty Hospital Grade MRI Receptacles**
- Built with no ferrous metals so they are perfect for high-magnetic-field environments such as magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI)
- Extremely durable
  8300LAMRI

**Hospital Grade Plugs and Connectors**
- Easy wiring
- Superior cord retention
- Internal dust shield
  PS5269XHG, PS5266XHG
**SPEC TIP...**
Hospital Grade receptacles meet rigid test requirements for abrupt removal, ground contact overstress, impact resistance, and assembly integrity. They are marked on the face with FSUL.

**CODE TIP...**
Hospital grade receptacles are required in patient care/critical care areas; NEC® 517.18(b) and 517.19(b).

---

**Metal Plates**
- Great look in brushed or polished solid brass and stainless steel
- High impact resistance
SB8PB, SS1

**SPECTIP...**
Specify nickel-plated devices for premium corrosion resistance.

**PlugTail™ Switches**
- Switch features large brass terminal blades for easy connection
- Glass-reinforced nylon back body
- One-piece nickel-plated strap
PT20AC1

**Hospital Grade Surge Protective Receptacles**
- LED indicator light
- Back and side wire
- Audible alarm with ability to turn ON/OFF
8300BLSP

---

**Commercial Wall Box Sensors**
- Built-in light level sensing with simple, one-step setup with adjustable sensitivity
- Auto-adjustable time delays
- LED indicates occupancy detection
OSR300SW

**Quad Receptacles**
- Outward-facing ground terminals make handling up to four plugs easy and convenient
- Split circuit break-off tabs
- Built-in wire stripping gauge
IG420H

**Titan™ Dimmers**
- Custom wall plates with identifiable circuit labels provided

**Heavy-Duty Isolated Ground Receptacles**
- Ideal for sensitive electronics like monitoring equipment

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
Rugged, reliable devices for harsh industrial environments.

Safety Switches & IEC 309 Industrial Products
- Maximum durability for minimum downtime
- Quick, no-guesswork wiring
- Guaranteed interchangeability with IEC products

SPECTIP...
Pin & Sleeve devices are ideal for wind turbines with higher voltage and amp ratings.

Flexcor® Wire Mesh Grips
- Strain relief grips
- Support grips
- Pulling grips
CG610

Industrial/Extra-Heavy-Duty Switches and Receptacles
- Patented, external screw-pressure-plate wiring speeds installation for both
- Locking support provides resistance to face and back body separation
PS20AC1RED, 5362ALA

SPECTIP...
Specify Industrial Grade Switches or Receptacles in harsh, demanding facility environments.
**APPLICATION TIP...**

Turnlok® plugs and connectors are required for generator power hookups and portable power solutions.

---

**Turnlok® Locking Plugs & Connectors**
- Quick-thread assembly screws and cord-grip screws install 3x faster
- Internal dust seal for corrosive protection
- Impact- and corrosion-resistant nylon

L630C, L630P

---

**Extra-Hard Use Ground Continuity Monitoring (GCM) Plugs & Connectors**
- Indication of ground continuity and power status
- LED indicators with 360 degree visibility
- Superior cord retention

PS5266XGCM, PS5269XGCM

---

**Rubber Watertight Plugs and Connectors**
- Rugged performers for washdown equipment

---

**Non-Fusible Safety Switches**
- UL listed as “suitable as motor disconnect” to protect in emergency situations

---

**PlugTail™ Extra-Heavy-Duty Specification Grade Receptacles**
- No exposed terminals
- Impact-resistant polycarbonate housing

PT5362AW

---

**Rotary Fan Speed Controls**
- Full-on bypass eliminates heat build-up

---

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS

Safe, durable, energy-efficient solutions for every school environment.

SPEC TIP . . .
Specify glass-reinforced nylon switch back bodies for durability and strongest switch available.

APPLICATION TIP . . .
When you need to save space in the box, PlugTail™ Angle Connectors offer a simple, effective solution.

SPEC TIP . . .
PlugTail™ Switches
- Switch features large brass terminal blades for easy connection
- Glass-reinforced nylon back body
- One-piece nickel-plated strap
PT20AC1

ApplicatioN TIP . . .
Fed Spec USB Chargers with Tamper-Resistant Receptacle
- Two USB "A" style charging outlets plus a 20-amp TR receptacle
- Charge two devices at once while still using receptacle
- Ensure charging convenience and safety
TR5361USBW

SPEC TIP . . .
PlugTail™ Tester
- Enables user to quickly test both the connector and receptacle
- Fast, easy identification of circuit connections
- Easy-to-see indicator lights
PT-Tester

SPEC TIP . . .
Isolated Ground Receptacles
- Ideal for sensitive electronics
- Complies with NEC® 410-56 and 25074 exception 4
PTI5362

Isolated Ground Receptacles
- Ideal for sensitive electronics
- Complies with NEC® 410-56 and 25074 exception 4
PTI5362
APPLICATION TIP...
Titan Dimmers have adjustable high end output limit control (incandescent), or low end output limit control (low voltage, fluorescent).

Appealing features of Titan Dimmers:
- Built-in label holder enables instant circuit identification
- Power-failure memory retains presets through power outages
- Specify 700, 1100 or 1600 watts for larger load capacity
  
CD703PW

OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

Surge Protection Panels
- Protect microprocessor equipment sensitive to momentary spikes and surges that occur daily
- Protect load balances from being affected by over-current
- Provide premise-wide protection from electrical surges

2748-TWH, 1224-SL, 1224-SM

Portable GFCIs
- Perfect for jobsite construction

Occupancy Sensor
- Save energy by controlling costs in the classroom

Industrial Extra-Heavy-Duty Lock Switches
- One key furnished with each switch to best monitor light use

Clock Hanger Receptacle
- Recessed receptacle allows clock to hang flush to the wall

Tamper-Resistant Extra-Heavy-Duty Surge Protective Receptacles
- Protect computers and lab equipment
- Exceptional surge protection and convenience
- Wrap-around steel strap
  
TR5362WSP

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
Choose from a wide range of devices that save energy and protect critical equipment.

**Application Tip...**
For maximum safety, patented SafeLock™ Protection shuts off power to the receptacle if there's a ground fault, if there's a miswire, or if GFCI protection is compromised.

**PlugTail™ GFCI Spec Grade Receptacles**
- SafeLock™ Protection
- No exposed terminals
- LED makes it easy to spot a tripped connection

PT2095LA

**PlugTail™ Isolated Ground Specification Grade Duplex Receptacles**
- No exposed terminals
- Auto-ground clip ensures grounding or provides redundant grounding in pipe and wire applications

PTIG5362

**PlugTail™ Specification Grade Receptacles**
- Unmatched installation speed and consistency
- Installs 3x faster than conventional devices
- No exposed terminals

PT5362W

**Ultrasonic Ceiling Mount Sensors**
- PIR, Ultrasonic or Dual Technology design
- Versatile control — combine sensors to cover large areas
- Adjustable sensitivity

CSU600W

**Spec Tip...**
Specify isolated ground receptacles to eliminate EMI interference in computer labs.
SPECTIP...
Pass & Seymour commercial devices are positioned to meet trade agreement requirements.

Fed Spec USB Charger with Tamper-Resistant Receptacle
- Two USB “A” style charging outlets plus a 20-amp TR receptacle
- Charge two devices at once while still using receptacle
- Ensure charging convenience and safety
TR5361USBW

Weather-Resistant Straight Blade Duplex Receptacles
- Weather-resistant products are required by code on new outdoor commercial construction
- Corrosion-resistant, plated-steel strap
WR5362W

Tamper-Resistant Duplex Receptacles
- Dual mechanical shutter system
- Corrosion-resistant, plated-steel strap
TR5362

Weatherproof WIU Covers
- Meet NEC® requirements for outdoor power

Stainless Steel Wall Plates
- Spec Grade stainless steel wall plates are ideal for hard-use and corrosive applications

Security Switches
- Operated by cam lock for maximum security in critical areas

Flexcor® Pulling Grip Kit
- Light-duty, standard length, flexible eye kit contains pulling grips for many applications

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
Help generate excitement with versatile solutions for fairs, carnivals, concerts, casinos and sports venues.

**APPLICATION TIP . . .**

Cam-type devices provide fast, easy connections for stage and sound needs.

**APPLICATION TIP . . .**

PlugTail™ Receptacles and Switches minimize downtime for busy theme parks and casinos.

**PlugTail™ Spec Grade Receptacles**
- No exposed terminals increases safety in all phases of installation and use
- Tamper-resistant models meet code requirements

PT26352, PTTR26262W

**Cam-Type Devices**
- Uncompromising quality and performance
- Interchangeable with other manufacturers’ cam-type devices
- Weatherproof connection

PS40MBBK, PS40FBBK

**PlugTail™ Spec Grade Switches**
- Shallow design for easier installation
- Illuminated solutions for pilot and lighted applications
- No exposed parts for finger-safe application

PT2621
Flexcor® Fiber Optic Support Grips
- Reduce stress on fragile cables in vertical or sloping runs
- Nonmagnetic tinned bronze wire
- Available in single eye and locking bale configurations
FF018

OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

Isolated Ground Receptacles
- Overcurrent protection of all sensitive electronic components

Watertight Plugs and Connectors
- Multiple ring seals between plug and connector ensure protection from water and other contaminants

Dust and Moisture Resistant Receptacles
- Neoprene gasket slit to provide wiping action on plug blades and positive closure when not in use

Clamp-Lock™ Straight Blade Plugs and Connectors
- Color-coded levers enable terminal identification and reduce the chance of wiring errors
- Speedy, patented cam-lever termination provides solid, dependable connections
- Self-centering cord grip helps speed assembly
PS515CCLB, PS515PCLB

Industrial Spec Grade Turnlok® Locking Devices
- Tri-drive assembly screws
- Double-wipe power contacts withstand work-site abuse and ensure lasting blade retention
- Easy-grip contour molded into back body prevents hand slippage
PSL515C, PSL515P

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
Save energy, protect equipment with the stylish look and feel for offices and stores.

**PlugTail™ Sensors**
- Meets ASHRAE energy efficiency and government incentive requirements
- Fits existing PlugTail Switch box and switch connector for easy upgrades designed to save up to 60% in energy costs

PTWSP250W

**Fed Spec USB Charger with Tamper-Resistant Receptacle**
- Two USB “A” style charging outlets plus a 20-amp TR receptacle
- Charge two devices at once while still using receptacle
- Ensure charging convenience and safety

TR5361USBW

**PlugTail™ Isolated Ground Specification Grade Duplex Receptacles**
- No exposed terminals
- Auto-ground clip ensures grounding or provides redundant grounding in pipe and wire applications

PTIG5362

**Weatherproof While-In-Use Covers**
- Meet NEC® requirements for outdoor power
- Corner hinges enable horizontal or vertical installation
- Flush mounted

WIUFC10W

**Ceiling Mount Sensors**
- PIR, Ultrasonic or dual technology design available
- Versatile control—combine sensors to cover large areas
- Adjustable sensitivity

CS500W

**APPLICATION TIP...**
Use Pass & Seymour 1200 Series door frame jamb light switches to automatically turn storage room lights on/off as door opens/closes.
APPLICATION TIP...
Pass & Seymour series 5351 Single Receptacles are used for individual branch 20A circuit locations (example: microwave oven in lunchroom area).

Screwless Wall Plates
- Premium finishes that stand up to constant use
- Two-piece, non-conductive polycarbonate subplate speeds installation
- Available in Decorator, Toggle, and Duplex configurations
SWP26BK, SWP26LA

Titan™ Commercial Dimmers
- Built-in label holder enables instant circuit identification
- Power-failure memory retains presets thru power outages
- Exclusive adjustable limit control in incandescent dimmers saves energy and extends lamp life
CD703PW

Manual Controllers
- For ON-OFF control of motors that drive rooftop HVAC units
- Oversized silver alloy contacts for long life and better heat dissipation
7803

OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

Quad Receptacles
- Designed for dense, multiple-outlet applications such as personal computers and peripherals, office equipment and audio/visual applications
- Clean, contemporary design
- Available in Specification Grade, IG Spec Grade, and Surge Protection Spec Grade

Specification Grade Hallway Light & Single Receptacle
- Sensor automatically turns light on in the dark; 20-year LED life expectancy

Specification Grade Surge Protective Receptacles
- Audible alarm able to be turned ON/OFF
- LED indicator has a high visibility, wide angle lens
5362WSP

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
A line of devices that provide a sense of style and comfort, while withstanding the hard knocks of hotels and lodges.

Charge multiple mobile devices from one USB receptacle — **without an adapter**.

**USB Charger with Tamper-Resistant Receptacle**
- Two USB “A” style charging outlets plus a 15-amp TR receptacle
- Charge two devices at once while still using receptacle
- Ensure charging convenience and safety

**TR5361USBW**

**Other USB Charger Devices include:**
- USB Charger with Single Pole/3-way Switch
- Quad USB Charger

**Specification Grade Duplex Decorator Receptacles**
- Available in tamper-resistant to meet NEC® Code and PlugTail™ models for fast, easy installation
- Strap tabs lock the face to the body of the device to prevent separation

**TR26362LA**

**Decorator Combination Tamper-Resistant Nightlight/GFCI**
- Ideal for guest bathrooms
- LED with 20-year life expectancy, no bulbs to change
- SafeLock™ protection

**1595NTLTRW**

**APPLICATION TIP…**
Order receptacles in bulk packaging to eliminate waste and speed production on the worksite.
**APPLICATION TIP...**
Liability is a major concern for lodging operators. An automatic LED nightlight combined with a GFCI adds safety — and provides a valuable risk management tool.

**SPEC TIP...**
Legrand engineers products with sustainable design procedures to maximize product efficiency and reduce waste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Seven-button preset time switch with adjustable time delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manual ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Perfect for bathrooms and saunas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rubber Dust Tight Plugs and Connectors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rugged choices perfect for dry outdoor use with landscaping tools and extension cords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enclosed terminals protect against contaminants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weather-Resistant Receptacles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Required by NEC® in damp and wet locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Meet stringent UL requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cat 5 Camera</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enhanced surveillance and security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decorator Opening Wall Plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Up to eight-gang opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Available in nylon, thermoset and metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HS1001W

SWP262W

Find complete product information at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
Meet the many demands of these settings with everything from tamper-resistant receptacles to commercial-grade GFCIs to sleek-looking lighting controls.

**406.11 Tamper-Resistant Receptacles in Dwelling Units.** In all areas specified in 210.52, all 125-volt, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles shall be listed tamper-resistant receptacles.

**Surge Protective Panels**
- Protect microprocessor equipment sensitive to momentary spikes that occur daily
- Protect load balances from being affected by over-current
- Available in light-, medium-, and heavy-duty

1224-SL

**Tamper-Resistant Receptacles and GFCIs**
- Patented, sliding shutter system
- Meets 2008 NEC® Code requirements

TR5362W, 2095NTLTRW

**Cat 5 Cameras**
- Ideal for child safety and security
- Monitor multiple locations on any TV

F2299, F2297
Spec Tip

In exterior receptacles in building entrances that cannot be weather-resistant, use WR20TR, a tamper-resistant exterior 20A circuit application.

OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

- Hallway Light/Receptacle
- TM8HWLWCC
- Decorative Finish Screwless Wall Plates
- Two-piece, non-conductive polycarbonate subplate speeds installation
- Premium finishes that stand up to constant use
- Match your decor with Metallic and Wood finishes
- SWP26BC, SWP26BN, SWP26WA

Bulk Package Solutions

For large projects, save time and reduce waste with Bulk Pack Commercial wiring devices.

PlugTail™ Split-Circuit Duplex Receptacles

- Use for switched receptacle circuit applications
- Tamper-Resistant Clock Hanger Receptacles
- Recessed receptacle allows clock to hang flush to the wall

Flexcor® Service Drop Grips

- Provide support for utility distribution lines at service entrance
- Ideal for satellite/cable TV and fiber optic broadband applications
- FCSD22

For additional technical or application-specific information, call 800-223-4185 or visit our website at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour. We're eager to put our expertise to work for you.
A heritage of innovation & reliability. Legrand® has a consistent record of innovation, based on solid research and development. These efforts have provided solutions for electrical installations and information networks in commercial, institutional, and residential markets.

Heritage of Innovation

In 1890, by introducing the first porcelain electrical insulator used in mains wiring, Legrand® established its first heritage: a heritage of innovation.

Legrand® understands. It’s our mission to see the need, develop the answer, and engineer the products that will help you achieve ever-greater levels of innovation to help customers like you.

Legrand® understands what it means to be the leader in electrical safety. Our SPDs, dramatically reduce the risk of equipment damage due to lightning. Our Surge Protective Receptacles (SPRs) and Surge Protective Devices (SPDs) have been setting new industry standards for safety and performance. More recently, we introduced the PlugTail™ wiring devices, including in-wall receptacles, for unparalleled performance and safety. PlugTail™ devices provide you with faster installation, fewer errors, ergonomic operation, and uncompromising durability.

Legrand® understands what it means to be the leader in electrical energy management and productivity.

For additional information, see the Pass & Seymour® Electrical Wiring Devices and Accessories, the Pass & Seymour® IEC 309, the Pass & Seymour® Turnlock®, and the Pass & Seymour® Clamp-Lock™.

www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
SPECP Tip

Electrical connections in building streets should be weather resistant and tamper resistant. Learn more...

OTHER SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

- **WR20TR** - Use for exterior 20A circuit applications.
- **TM8HWLWCC** - Decorative Finish Screwless Wall Plates.
- **SWP26BC, SWP26BN, SWP26WA** - Premium finishes that stand up to constant use.
- **PlugTail™ Split-Circuit Duplex Receptacles** - Use for switched receptacle circuit applications.
- **Tamper-Resistant Clock Hanger Receptacles** - Recessed receptacle allows clock to hang flush to the wall.
- **FCSD22** - Flexcor® Service Drop Grips.
- **Titan™ Speed Controls** - Attractive European styling and built-in label holder enables instant circuit identification.

For additional technical or application-specific information, call 800-223-4185 or visit our website at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour. We're eager to put our expertise to work for you.